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A general theorem on necessary and sufficient conditions for the tightness of a sequence of 
c/tdl~tg processes i given. This theorem is then used to derive necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the tightness in D([0, oo), El x E2) of a sequence of pairs of citdl~g processes, which are 
individually tight in D([0, m), Ei), i = 1, 2. Both theorems are applied to point processes. As a 
consequence, it is proved that, if a sequence {N"} of point processes and their compensators 
{A n} are individually tight in D([0, co), R), then the sequence (N", A n) is tight in D([0, oo), R2). 
Skorohod topology * tightness * stopping times * point processes * compensators 
O. Introduction 
In a paper  by Aldous [1], a condit ion for the tightness of  a sequence of  adapted 
(to a given fi ltration) c/~dl/tg processes is given, in terms of the stopping times 
associated with that filtration. Rebol ledo [5] has stated a necessary and sufficient 
condit ion for the tightness of  a sequence of  cfidlhg processes, based on condit ions 
on a certain family of  stopping times. We use, for convenience, this family in the 
proof  of Theorem 2.1. 
The immediate purpose of  this paper  is to give a more general formulat ion to 
necessary and sufficient condit ions for tightness, so that various families of  stopping 
times can be used. Lemma 2.1 is instrumental in this respect. 
By a suitable choice of  the family of  stopping times, we give a necessary and 
sufficient condit ion for the tightness of  a sequence of  pairs of tight cfidl~g processes 
(Theorem 3.1). 
In Section 2, we prove the general theorem (Theorem 2.2). We then give an 
appl icat ion to point  processes for which the theorem has a more appeal ing formula- 
tion in terms of  the jump times of  the processes (Theorem 2.3). 
Section 3 is devoted to the tightness of  a sequence of pairs of  c~dlS.g processes. 
Let D = D[0, 1] be equipped with the Skorohod topology (see, for example 
Bil l ingsley [3]), and let {x"} and {y"} be two sequences of elements of  D. It is well 
known (see, for example lvanoff [4]) that, even if the two sequences are convergent 
in the Skorohod topology,  the sequence z"= (xn, y ") may fail to converge in 
D([0, 1]), R2). We consider the more general situation of  two sequences of  adapted 
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c~dl~g processes (X", _~", P") and (Y", _~", P") which are tight in D([0, o0), E~) 
respectively D([0, ~),  E2), both endowed with the J~ topology. Each (E~, I" I~), i = 1, 
2 is a complete separable metric space and also a normed linear space with the 
metric induced by the norm. Then Z"=(X" ,  Y") is a random element of 
D([0, ~), E1 x E2) and we give E~ x E2 the norm: 
](el, e2)l = max(lel], le21), (el, e2) ~ E~ x E2. (0.1) 
We discuss the tightness of (Z% _~", P") when both (X", _~", P~) and ( Y", _~", P") 
are tight. It is shown that the conditions of Theorem 2.2 reduce to conditions on 
the jumps of the two sequences; the jumps in one component and significant changes 
in the trajectories in the other component should not 'pile up' (Corollary 3.1). 
Finally we apply these results to point processes and their compensators and 
prove that, if the point processes and their compensators are individually tight, then 
their differences, the martingales given by the Doob-Meyer decomposition, form a 
tight sequence. 
1. Notations and definitions 
Let D([0, oo), E) be the space of all mappings from R+-- [0, ~) to E that are 
right continuous and have left limits (c~dl~g). Here (E, I" I) is a complete separable 
metric space, which is a normed linear space with distance d(x, y) = Ix-y], x, y 6 E. 
The space D([0, co), E) is endowed with the -/1 topology. When E = E1 × E2, with 
(Ei, I" li), i= 1~2, normed linear spaces, then the norm in E is given by (0.1). 
Let x~D([O,~) ,E ) .  Following Billingsley [3] we define, for 0<~a<b, the 
modulus 
w"(x, 6; a, b)= sup min{Ix(t ) -x(q)[ ,  Ix(t2)- X(I)I } 
where the supremum extends over all t~<~t~t2, satisfying a<~tb t2<~b, 
t2-q<~6. We also use the notations w"(x, 6; b)= w"(x, 6;O, b) and osG(6)= 
supo~,,~ Ix(t) -x(s)[,  for 6 > 0. 
In what follows, we will use the following characterization f compact sets in 
D([0, ~),  E), which appears in Aldous [2]. 
Theorem 1.1. A set A has compact closure in D([0, co), E) with the J~ topology if and 
only if the following conditions hold: For each q > O, 
(a) sup sup ]x(t ) l<~, 
x~A O<~t~q 
(b) lira sup w"(x, 6; q) = 0, 
~0 xEA 
(c) lim sup oscx(3) = 0. 
8~0 xeA 
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Let _~ be a filtration on a probabil ity space (/2, ~, P), that is a family {~-(t)},~o 
of increasing, right continuous, complete sub-o--algebras of .~. We will consider the 
case ~= ~ = V~:(t).  Thus, if _~ is given, there is no need to specify ~ or f/. 
An adapted chdl~g process (X, _~, P) can be viewed as a random variable defined 
on (/2, if, P) with values in D([0, oo), E). It induces a probabil ity measure on 
D([0, oo), E).  We will consider in this paper sequences of adapted c~dl~g processes 
(X ., _~n, p , )  and will discuss the tightness of the induced probabil ity measures on 
D([0, ~) ,  E) ,  cf. Billingsley [3, Chapter 15]. 
2. Main theorem. Applications to point processes 
Let (X", ~",  P")  be a sequence of adapted c~dlhg processes, where ~"  is a 
complete right continuous filtration and P" is a probabil ity measure on (/2", ~" ) ,  
where ~-" = ~"~. Let f g be increasing functions defined on R+ with values in R+, 
such that f<~ g and f (e )  > O, if e > O. 
Lemma 2.1. Let e > 0 be given and let o-n, r ~ be positive measurable functions on 
(/2 ~, ~", P~) so that o- ~ < r ~ if r" < oo. Let { TT}i~o be positive ~;n-measurable functions 
such that T~ = o-~, T~ < Ti"+~ on the set { Ti"+~ < oo}, oscx. [ T~, T'~) <~ f (  e ) on { T~ <~ oo}, 
~ ~ <~-~ oo} and oscx . [T i ,  Ti+l]~g(e) on {Ti+I< OSCx.[T;, T i+ l )~g(e)  on {Ti+I~ ~ , n ,~ 
~-~ < oo}, where osc~ A = supt.s~A IX( t)-  X(s)l , for any A c_ [0, co) and X :  [0, oo) ~ E. 
Assume further that ]X" ( r~) -X" ( r " - ) l>  f (e )  if r ~ <oo and that condition (A) 
holds: Given q > O, r 1 > O, there exist 8 > 0 and an integer no so that 
n n n n (A) supP  {T~+~-T~ <<-8, T~+~q}<~n, ifn>~no. 
i 
Then, for any q > O, 71 > O, there exist two integers k, no so that, for all n >1 no, 
(a) Pn{T~,<-q}<-2n, 
(b) Pn{w"(xn, 8;o-",rn)>g(e), 'r"<~q}<~3rl,  
(c) P"{oscx°[o-",cr"+8)>f(e),o-"<~q}<~rl. 
Example 2.1. Let us define o - "=0 and ~.n= , o-l, n ~> 1 as in (2.4). We define now 
T~=S~=o "~ and T~=S~,  with S~' given by (2.7), i~>0, n~>l. The family {T~'}i~o 
has then all the properties stated in Lemma 2.1., except for property (A) with 
f (e )=2e,  g (e )=4e.  
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Proceeding like in [ 1, p. 340], we can find 8 > 0, n~ and k > 2q/8 
so that (a) holds for all n ~> nl. To prove (b), let us define the f in-measurable 
functions u" : (/2n, n, pn) ~ Z+ U { -~} by 
p,(to) = { s_up{i e Z . ,  T~<~'"}, 
if there is no such i. " " " ' n/> 1. (2.1) 
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Here Z+ is the set of positive integers (zero is included). It is clear that on the set 
{r" <~},  u" >10 and T"~.~ < r", T>+~> ¢". It is also clear from (a) and (2.1) that 
sup P"{v" > k, r" <~ q}<~ sup P"{ T"k < - r" <- q} ~< 2r/. (2.2) 
n>-n  I n~n 1 
We have the set-theoretic inclusions 
n n n n > Tn  {vn>O, T1-To>6, T2 T'~>6,. . . ,T"~.-T~°_~ 8, T"~-~ < ~<q} 
c{v"  >0, w"(X", 6; ~r", r") ~ g(e), r"<~q}. 
Also, 
{v" =0, r" <~q}c__ {OSCx°[~r ", r" ]~ f (e) ,  r" <~q} 
c_ {OSCx,[O'", r"] ~f (e ) ,  IX" (r") - X" ( r " - ) l  > f (e) ,  r" < oo} = 0 
Passing to complements and taking n/> nl, 
P"{w"(X", 6; ~", r") > g(e), r" <- q} ~ P"{ T7 - T~'_~ <~ 6, some 1~ < i~ < v", 
TT ~r"  <~q} <<-Pn{TT- T~<<-8, some l <-i<~v ", 
TT<~r"<~q, v" ~< k}+2r/ 
by (2.2). If we now use (A) with *Ilk, we can find n2 ~> n~ so that (b) holds. To 
prove (c), 
P"{oscx,[cr", or" + 3) >f (e ) ,  o'" ~< q} <~ P"{T~ - ~r" ~ 3, or" <~ q}. 
We can now use condition (A) and (c) follows. Condition (A) in Lemma 2.1 was 
named after condition (A) of [1]. Intuitively speaking, it says that distinct members 
of the family {T~'}i>0 should not cluster, as n increases indefinitely. Lemma 2.1 
suggests that stopping times as defined in Example 2.1 could be used to prove 
tightness. Indeed, an examination of the proof of Theorem 1 of [1] shows that such 
families of stopping times were used. However, condition (A), if imposed on such 
families, is not a necessary condition for tightness, as we will show next. 
Example 2.2. Let 
I 0 i f0~<t<]  for n>5,  1-1 /n  if¼<~t<½-1/n, x" ( t )=~+l /n  if½-1/n<~t<½, 
if½<~ t.
Then x" converges uniformly to x, where 
i ifO<~ t<l '  
x ( t )= i f~<t<½, 
if½~ t. 
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l 1/n,  I f  we take e = 1, following the definitions in Example 2.1, To(e) = 0, T'~(e) = ~-  
T~(e) =~ and, clearly, T~(e) -T~(e)~O as n~oo.  
Informally, this example shows that significant changes of trajectories before 
jumps and jumps may cluster asymptotically. We will now define families of stopping 
times which provide necessary and sufficient conditions for tightness. Let (X, _~, P) 
be a c~dl~g process and let eo> 0. Let S~, $2 be stopping times so that S~ < S~ if 
$2 < 00. We define two sets of pairs of stopping times as follows: 
I (X,  eo) = {(S1, $2), there exist U~, /-/2, $1 < U~ ~< U2 < $2 
and [X(U~)  - X(S~) I > eo, [X(S2) - X(  U2)[ > eo if $2 < 00}, 
J (X,  eo) = {($1, $2), S~ = 0 or IX (S0  - X(S , - ) [  > 2eo 
and IX(S2) - X(S~)[ > eo if $2 < o0} 
Instances of such stopping times are given in Theorems 2.1 and 3.1. Let K(X,  eo) = 
I(X,  eo)w J(X, eo). For a sequence of c&dl~tg processes (X", _~", P")  we define the 
corresponding sets I (X" ,  eo), J (X",  eo) and when no confusion may arise, we denote 
them I"(eo) respectively J"(eo) and K"(eo)= I"(eo)w J"(eo). 
Definition 2.1. The sequence of c~dlfig processes (X", _~", P")  is E.C. (equicS.dlfig) 
if, for any fixed q > 0, eo > 0, r /> 0, one can find 6 > 0 and an integer no so that 
sup P~{S~- S~"<~ 6, S2"<~q}~< ~7, for all (S~,S~)6K"(eo).  (E.C.) 
n~n o 
Theorem 2.1. Let (X", _~", P") be a sequence of cfidlfig processes. I f  condition (E.C.) 
is fulfilled, then for any q > O, e > O, r I > O, there exist 6 > 0 and no >I 1 so that 
sup P"{w"(X", 6; q)> e}~ < 7, 
n~n o 
sup P"{oscx°[0, 6 )> e}~ < 77. 
n~n o 
Proof .  Let e, ~/, q and >0 be fixed. Then, by condition (E.C.), we can find 6>0,  
nl i> 1 so that 
sup P~{S'~ - $7 <~ 6, S~ <~ q} <- • for all (S';, S~) c Kn(e). (2.3) 
,3, l  
We will now define, recursively, the sequence of jumps bigger than 2e: 
. > ,, ,, n > 
o.~,(e)=J',nf{s, o-g_,; lx ( s - ) -x  (s) I 2e}, 
O'S(e)  = O, (2.4) 
( oo if there is no such s. 
for all i/> 1. 
~inf{s > cry'; [X"(s) - X" (~ ' ) [> e}, 
Let ST, l(e) too if there is no such s. (2.5) 
P"{tri+l - tri ~ 6, tr, <~ q} <~ pn{s~,  1 n ~ n " " - o'i  3, Si.l ~< q} because, from the definitions, 
OSCx,[tr~', S~)<~2e on the set {Si"l <oo}. Since (o";, $7,~)~ K"(e),  for all i~>0 and 
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since condit ion (E.C.) holds, there exists an integer n~ such that, for all n ~> n~, 
sup  P"{o-~"+l - ~r;' ~ a, ~r7 <~ q} ~ 7, 
i 
By Lemma 2.1(a), we can find integers nz, k, so that 
sup P"{trT, <~ q} ~< rt. (2.6) 
Let us now consider io fixed, and let 
o .n  = n orn  - -  n n n 'o tr , ,o+1 - ~" , So = o" . (2.7) 
Now, for i/> 1, let us define 
. > - mf{s S i -1 ; IX" (s ) -X" (S~- , ) l>e},  
S~'= oe if no such s exists. 
Let T~=S~,TT=S~, ,  i=1 ,2 , . . . .  (2.8) 
Since (tr", S~) c K"(e)  and ($7, Sj+2) c K"(e ) , j  = 1, 2 . . . .  , condition (A) of Lemma 
n n n n n 2.1 holds. We also have that OSCx,[S~, S~+2) ~ 6e on the set S~+2 ~< r , OSCx,. [So, S~ ) 
n n ~z: n 2e on {S~' < oo} and OSCx°[S~, Si+2] ~ 8e on the set {S~+2 < r~}. We can thus apply 
Lemma 2.1 with {T~} given by (2.8), f (e )=2e,  g(e)= 8e and conclude that, for 
some a > 0 and some integer n3, 
sup P"{w"(X", 3; cr i ,  O'i+1) > 8E,  o r i+  1 ~ q}<~ 
k n~n 3 
sup P~{oscx°[0, ~)>2e}~ 71. 
n/ -n  3 
l<~i<~k-1, (2.9) 
(2.10) 
Let/x = sup{i ~ Z+, "-< ">- " ~ri ~ q}. Clearly, /x ~ 0, since q > 0 and tro = 0. Also, 
{try, > q} c {/z" < k} _c {try,- <~ q, try-+, > q}. (2.11) 
n T n Let tr" = cry,° and define { ~}i=o.~,. by (2.7)-(2.8). From (2.4}, (2.6) and (2.11) we 
have, for some n4, t~ > 0, 
sup P'{w"(X", 3; or", q) > Be, ~" < q} ~< ft. (2.12) 
n~n 4 
Combining (2.6), (2.9), (2.11)-(2.12) we get, for n ~>max{ni, 2~ i<~4}, 
P"{w"(X", tS; q) > 8e}<~ 3r/. 
This with (2.10) proves the theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. The following two conditions are necessary and sufficient for the tightness 
of the sequence (X", _~", P") :  
(a) (X", _~", P") is E.C. 
(b) sup IX"(t)l is tight in E for each q > O. 
O~t~q 
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Remark 2.1. Condit ion (b) can be replaced by condition (b') if F is finite 
dimensional: 
{Jq(Xn)}, and {Xn(0)} are tight sequences in E, for each q > 0, 
where Jq(X")= sup [X" ( t ) -X" ( t - ) l .  (b') 
O<~t~q 
Proof. It is well known that (b) or (b') is a necessary condition for tightness (see, 
for example Aldous [1]). We will prove now that (a) is a necessary condition for 
tightness. Let e > 0, (S~, S~) c I"(e). We can then find U~ > 0, so that S~' < U7 < S~ 
and [X"(S~') - X"(  UT)[ > e, i = 1, 2, on the set {S~' < oo}. Then by tightness, we have, 
for n i> no 
P"{ S~ - S~ <<- 6, S~ <<- q} <~ 7. (2.13) 
Let now (S'1', S~)~ J"(e), and let S~' # 0. Since X"  is a c~dl~g process, we can find 
a positive random variable U" so that S~' - U" < 6 and IX"(S~-)  - X~( U")] ~< e on 
a set J2~, where P"(g2~) > 1 - ~?. On this set if S~' < co, then [Xn(U")  - X"(ST)[ > e 
since ]X~(S~ ') - X~(S~'-)[ > 2e. Thus 
P"{S~ - S'~ <~ 6, S~ <~ q} <~ P"{JX"( S'~) - X" (  U")J > e, 
[X"(S~)-X"(S~)l>e, S~-S7<-6, S?-U"<~6, S~<~q}+n. 
P"{ S~ - S~ <<- 6, S~ <~ q} <~ P"{w"( X", 23; q) > e} + 7?. (2.14) 
Finally, when S~' = 0, 
P"{S~<~6}<-P"{oscx°[O, 6)>e},  n~l .  (2.15) 
Putting together (2.13)-(2.15), we conclude that (E.C.) is a necessary condition for 
tightness. For the proof  of  the sufficiency, all we do is apply Theorems 1.1 and 2.1. 
Remark 2.2. As a consequence of Theorem 2.2, condition (E.C.) holds for a single 
cfidlfig process. Thus we may and will take no = 1 in Definition 2.1, as well as in all 
subsequent theorems. 
Consider now a c~dl~g process (X, _~, P) and let •(eo) be the set of  stopping 
times S defined by: 
J'inf{s ~ R+; IX(s) -X (s - ) l  > 2Co}, 
S ( oo if there is no such s. 
For S~ J-(eo), let us define a new stopping time: 
J" inf{s > S; IX(s) - X(S)[ > e}, 
s(~) (2.16) t if there is no such s. 
It is clear that 
(S, _S(e)) c J (e) for any S c J (eo) ,  0 < e ~< eo. (2.17) 
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Proposition 2.1. Let (X, ~, P) be an increasing, integrable cfidlfig process and let 
q>0,  eo>0. Let us denote by Xq the process stopped at q, i.e., 
Xq( t )= X( t  A q), t~O.  
Let 0< e < eo, ( SI, $2) c J ( X, eo). Then the following statements are true: 
(a) For any 6 > O, we have the inequality 
P{ Xq( S, + 6) - Xq( S,) > ~ } <~ E[ Xq( S, + ~ )- Xq( S,) ] 
E 
(b) For any q > O, r 1 > 0 there exists 6 > 0 so that, for all S, ~ 3-(eo), 
E[ Xq( S, + 3) - Xq( S1) ] <~ ~1. 
Proof. Only part (b) requires proof. We first choose 0 < e < eo ^  ,1/2. To simplify 
notation, we set: Yq(6) = Xq(S,  + 3) -Xq(S , ) ,  and let X(6) denote the characteristic 
function of the set: 
{ Yq(6) > E} c_ {_S,(e) - S, <~ 3, S, ~< q} 
with _S,(e) defined by (2.16). Now 
EYq(6)  <~ E + E[ Yq(6) .  X(6)]. 
By Remark 2.2 and 2.17, P(X(6))-->O as 3-->0. Since the process Xq is class D, we 
can find 6 > 0 so that the expectation on the right hand side of the inequality is 
smaller than ,//2, for all S, c ~-(eo). This concludes the proof of (b). 
Now let (N", _~", P") be a sequence of point processes and let 3 TM be the 
corresponding family of jump times. Since K"(eo) = $-" if e0~<2 ' and is empty 
otherwise, the following theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.3. The sequence of  point processes (N  n, _~, P") is tight if and only if, for 
any e > O, q > O, rl > O, there exists 8 > 0 so that 
n n t l  supP{T i+, -T i~g,  T i+,~q}<~q foral l  T~'c$-", i~>0. 
n 
Proof. To finish the proof, we only need to show that (b') of Remark 2.1 holds. 
This is obviously the case, as J q (N" )= 1 and N" (0)= 0 for all n >/1. 
3. Tightness of pairs of tight chdlhg processes 
Let us consider now two sequences of adapted c~dlag processes (X", _~n, p , )  and 
(Y", _~", P") and discuss the tightness of the process (Z", _~", P"), where Z "= 
(X", Y"). For each n, Z" is a random element of D([0, o0), E1 × E2) where X" is 
a random element of D([0, o0), E,) and Y" of D([0, co), E2). In the application (see 
Theorem 3.2) E1 = E2_ R. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let (X n, _~, P") and (Y", _~", P") be tight sequences of adapted c~dlhg 
processes and let Z ~ = ( X ~, Y"). A necessary and sufficient condition for the sequence 
( Z ~, _~", P") to be tight in D([0, c~), E~ × E2) is that, for any eo> 0, 77 > 0, q > 0 there 
exist 8 > 0 so that, for all ( S~, S~) ~ J ( Z", eo), 
sup P"{S~ - S~ <~ 6, S~ <~ q} <~ ~7. (3.1) 
n 
Proof. Necessity is clear from Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. For sufficiency we 
return to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us define cry', i~>0 by (2.4) for the process 
(Z n, _~", P"). Just as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, by (3.1) we can find integers n2, 
k so that (2.6) holds. Let us define tr n, ~-n and S~' by (2.7) for the processes 
(Z n, _~,, pn) and let T~ = S~, T7 = S~'i-2, i = 1, 2 , . . . .  From these definitions, 
P"{ Tin+l - -  T7 <~ 8, T~+~ < q} ~< P"{S~'~+, - S~,-2 <~ 6, S~',+, ~< q} 
P" U { Ixg(s ; ) -xs (sz ) l>  e, IXS(ST) -X~(S~) I> ~, 3 i -2  
j,k,l,m 
~<j~< k<~ 1~ m ~3i+1,  S~-S  7~< S} 
+ P" U {[ Y~(S;)  - Y~(SD] > e, [YT,(ST) - YT~(S~,)[ > e, 3 i -2  
j.k,t,m 
~j~k<~l<~m<~3i+ l, S~-  S~ <~8}. 
Thus P"{T,"+I - T '~  8, T~+~<~ q}<~2~? for n I> 1 since each sequence is tight. From 
the hypothesis, it is then clear that the family { T~'}~o has the property (A) of Lemma 
n n n t l  .~  2.1. Also, OSCzo[To, TT)<~2e on the set {T7 <oo}, OSCzo[T~, T~+~)<~ 10e if T~+l~ 
~-" ~<oo, OSCz-[TT, T~'+,] ~< 12e on the set {T~+~ < rn}. We can thus use Lemma 2.1 
with f (e )=2e and g(e)= 12e. With (2.6) this gives, like in the proof of Theorem 
2.1, that P~{w"(Z ~, 6; q)> 12e} ~< 3~7. Since Z"(t)  = (X"(t) ,  Y~(t)), the tightness of 
supo~t~q [Z"(t)l for each q > 0 follows from the hypothesis. The proof of the theorem 
is now complete. 
Corollary 3.1. Let ( X", _~", P") and (Y", _~", P") be tight sequences of c&dlfig proces- 
ses, and let Z n = (X  n, Y"). A necessary and sufficient condition for the tightness of 
the sequence (Z", ~", P") is that, given eo> 0, ~7 > 0, q > 0, there exists 8 > 0 so that, 
for all pairs of stopping times (S~', S~) and all n >I 1, 
P"{IX~(S~) - X~(S~'-) I > 2So, I Y~(S~) - Y~(S~')] > Co, 
o<~s~- s~ ~a}~ n. (3.2) 
P"{I Ya(SD-  Ya(S~-)l > 2co, Ixa(sD-  x~(SDI> ~o, 
O~S~-S~<~}<~n. (3.3) 
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Proof. From the definition of the norm in E1 × E2, if (S~, S'~) ~ J(Z", eo), S'~ # 0, 
P"{S~ - S'~ <~ 3, S~ ~ q} 
<~ P~{Ix~(s~) - X~(S1-)] > 2eo, S~' - S~' <~ 3, S~ ~< q} 
n n n n n~ + P"{[ Yq(S7) - Yq(S, -)1 > 2eo, $2 - -  S1  < 3, S 2 ~ q}. (3.4) 
P"{IX~(S'~) - X~(S'/-)[ > 2eo, S~ - S~' ~ 6, S~ <~ q} 
<- P"{ Ix~(sT) -  x~(sT-)l > 2eo, [X~(S~) - Xq(S~') I > eo, 
S~-  S'~ <~ 6, S~ <~ q} 
+ P"{ Ix~(s?)  - xj,(S;'-)l > 2eo, I Y~(S~) - Y~(S'~)[ > eo, 
S~ - S~' <~ 3, S~ <~ q} (3.5) 
Since the sequence (X", _~", P") is tight, for ~ > 0, we can find 6 > 0 such that 
sup P"{w"(X", 3; q )> eo}~ < 7/. (3.6) 
n 
A similar reasoning using Y" gives 6 > 0 such that 
sup P"{I Y~(S'~) - Y~(s;-)I > 2eo, S~ - S~' <~ 3, S~ ~< q} 
n 
<~ n + P"{[ Y~(S'~) - Y~(S'~ - )l > 2eo, [X~(S~) 
n n n n n ~  
- Xq(S1 )1 > e0, $2 - SI  ~ 6, $2 ~ q}.  (3 .7)  
The sufficiency of the conditions follows now from (3.2)-(3.7) and Theorem 3.1. 
The necessity of the conditions follows from the definitions and (b) of Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 3.2. Let ( N", _~, P) be a tight sequence of integrable point processes and 
let (A ~, _~", P) be their respective compensators. Assume that (A", _~", P) is also tight. 
Then the sequence ( M", _~, P) of martingales given by the Doob- 1~teyer decomposition 
is tight. 
Proof. Since M" = N" -A  ~, it is enough to show that (Z ~, _~, P) is tight, where 
Z"=(N" ,A~) .  By Corollary 3.1, it is enough to verify (3.2) and (3.3). Let q>0,  
> 0 and let 3- ~ be the set of jumps of N", n >1 1. For any pair of stopping times 
$2), n~l  and 6>0,  (S , ,  " 
P{ N~( S~) - N~( S~-) > 2e, A~( S~) - A~( S~) > e, S~ - S'~ <~ 3} 
~P{S~= T~,somej>O,A~(T~. +6) -Aq(T~)>eo,  
r 7 e 3", T 7 <~ q}. (3.8) 
Since the sequence {Nq} is tight, by the proof of Theorem 2.1 (see (2.4), (2.6)) there 
exists an integer k such that 
P{ T~, ~< q} ~< n/2, n/> 1. (3.9) 
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When TT~> q, we can consider instead in (3.8) the processes topped at T~, i.e. 
N~( t) = N" (  t ^  T~), A~( t) = A"(  t ^ T~), t >1 0, n ~> 1. The sequence {N~} is tight and 
uniformly of  class D (in n) with compensators {A~}, n/> 1. Thus (b) of Proposit ion 
2.1 holds uni formly in n 1> 1. By (a) of  the same proposit ion appl ied to {A~}, there 
exists 8 > 0 such that 
supP{A~(T~+8) -Aq(TT)>e0}~?/2k ,  O<~j<~k-1 ,  
n 
With (3.8)-(3.9), this proves (3.2). A similar argument using the jumps of  A" 
leads to (3.3) and proves the theorem. 
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